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Introduction

In addition to the major blood group antigens (A and B), red blood cells (RBCs) also express scores of other antigens on their surface. These non-A, non-B antigens (sometimes referred to as ‘minor’ antigens), existing in either carbohydrate or polypeptide forms, serve many structural and physiologic functions for RBC homeostasis. However, it is their ability to induce alloimmune responses which typically draws the greatest attention from immunohematologists and transfusion medicine specialists. While antibodies to the ‘major’ A and B antigens appear ‘naturally’ in the serum after the first few months of life [1], antibodies to minor RBC antigens most frequently arise following a foreign exposure, usually as a result of transfusion, pregnancy, or transplantation.

Alloimmunization to non-ABO blood group antigens is a clinically relevant issue and can result in complications in the medical management of patients. One significant problem associated with blood group antibodies is difficulty in procuring compatible RBC products. Delays in providing compatible RBC products can result in complications for symptomatically anemic patients requiring transfusion. In addition antibodies that are not detected during pre-transfusion laboratory screening can result in incompatible transfusions and resultant acute hemolytic transfusion reactions [2]. Moreover, blood group alloantibodies are well known to disappear from detection over time. In such circumstances, re-exposure to the antigen(s) during subsequent transfusions can induce an anamnestic antibody response resulting in delayed hemolytic transfusion reactions. Acute/delayed hemolytic transfusion reactions are common causes of morbidity and mortality.

In fact, data from the Food and Drug Administration indicate...
citerate that non-ABO antibodies were the second leading cause of mortality associated with transfusion in the USA from 2005 to 2013 [3]. Similarly, data from the Serious Hazards of Transfusion (SHOT) database in the UK identified hemorrhagic transfusion reactions and alloimmunization as the second most common pathologic complication of transfusion in 2012 [4].

Because of its critical clinical significance, the phenomenon of blood group alloimmunization has been investigated in a variety of settings. As a result of data from these studies (and many anecdotal observations) it has been suggested that some individuals may be more susceptible to developing alloantibodies to non-ABO blood group antigens than others. This group of patients, dubbed alloantibody ‘responders’ in the medical/transfusion literature, represents a substantial proportion of patients with underlying blood group alloantibodies. Therefore, from a practical (albeit hypothetical) standpoint, identifying ‘responders’ to RBC antigens a priori would allow transfusion services and blood banks to provide RBCs lacking antigens against which such individuals could mount an antibody response [5]. If such an assay existed, then performance of this testing in the pre-transfusion period (ideally prior to an initial exposure to any foreign RBCs) could greatly reduce alloimmunization rates and improve transfusion safety. Accordingly, much effort has been made in attempting to characterize the responder population and, moreover, to identify clinical and/or biologic markers which may identify a transfusion recipient as an ‘alloantibody responder’.

Given the numerous articles published in the medical literature on alloimmunization in general, and responder subgroups in particular, the primary purpose of this article is to concisely, but thoroughly summarize the existing data regarding these topics. Our specific aims are: i) to review alloimmunization rates reported among different clinical groups in order to explain how the idea of responder subgroups emerged from this literature; ii) to summarize the clinical studies which have attempted to establish the existence of responder subgroups; iii) to examine proposed explanations and/or biomarkers which may account for responders; and iv) to provide brief recommendations which may help to prevent or limit alloimmunization in responders.

An Aside about Definitions and Responder Models

Before engaging in a detailed discussion of alloimmunization rates, responder subgroups, and alloimmunization mitigation approaches, it is first important to define our terms. Perhaps the most pressing question is: how does one exactly define a responder in the context of alloimmunization associated with RBC transfusion? Unfortunately, there is no standard definition. Therefore, let us examine two potential definitions or models which can be derived from interpretations of previously published data. One way of defining responders is as a distinct subgroup of individuals capable of developing an alloantibody. In this scenario, where alloimmunization is a selective process, a ‘responder’ is defined as any individual who has become alloimmunized to at least one non-ABO antigen. This selective model also implies the existence of a distinct group of individuals incapable of responding to any non-ABO antigens despite repeated RBC exposures (a group typically dubbed ‘non-responders’). An alternative model posits that there is no specific selectivity and that virtually all individuals are capable of being alloimmunized to at least one non-ABO antigen upon exposure. Therefore, in this second model, ‘responders’ are typically viewed as individuals who exuberantly develop multiple alloantibodies following transfusion, sometimes after very few antigenic exposures.

Are either of these models or definitions completely sufficient to match alloimmunization patterns reported in the medical literature? There are certainly data to support the notion that only selected subsets of individuals are capable of responding to non-ABO antigens. For instance, there are several studies which demonstrate that human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class II restriction is an important determinant of whether individuals can present antigens such as K, Jka, and Fya (this will be discussed in greater detail later in this paper). There are also reports indicating groups of individuals who never appear to develop RBC alloantibodies despite hundreds of exposures. Therefore, at least for some antigens, a selective responder model seems appropriate. However, this definition does not seem to be readily applicable to all antigens. As an example, large numbers of Rh(D)-negative individuals (in some cases upwards of 85–90% of subjects) have been noted to develop anti-D following exposure. Moreover, both clinical studies and anecdotal observations suggest that within groups of alloimmunized patients there are individuals who are multiply alloimmunized, sometimes developing –
more than 5 alloantibodies. As such, these latter observations lend some credence to the idea that: i) selectivity may not apply to every blood group antigen and ii) there are subsets of individuals even within the alloimmunized groups whose capability for developing alloantibodies may exceed even that of a ‘typical’ responder.

Given the above considerations, the ideal definition of a responder is likely one which incorporates aspects of both of the earlier frameworks (and is somewhat more expansive in its terminology). As demonstrated in figure 1, we propose a hypothetical model that categorizes transfused individuals in one of three ways: i) ‘non-responders’ (i.e., individuals who never develop any alloantibodies despite repeated exposures); ii) ‘responders’ (i.e., individuals who develop 1 alloantibody with one or more exposures), and iii) ‘hyper-responders’ (i.e., individuals who develop >1 alloantibody with one or more exposures). At present, we believe that there are some clinical data supporting such a model system. Below, we will more thoroughly review the studies which led to our creation of this model structure. Nonetheless, it will be important for the transfusion medicine community to continue to perform studies to more fully validate the concepts above, particularly regarding the existence of a hyper-responder population.

Incidences of Minor RBC Antigen Alloimmunization in Various Clinical Scenarios

In this section, we will review the rates of alloimmunization reported in hospitalized (non-oncology) patients, healthy volunteers, children less than 1 year of age, patients with hemoglobin disorders, hematology/oncology patients, and solid organ transplant recipients. The content of this discussion is also summarized in table 1.

General Hospital-Based Patient Populations

Alloimmunization studies of general, hospital-based patients arguably constitute the largest subset of clinical studies regarding non-ABO alloantibody formation rates. The overall incidence of alloimmunization in this group is reported to range from slightly less than 1% up to about 3% of patients undergoing type-and-screen testing [6–11]. It is important to note that these data arise primarily from retrospective analyses of patients at single institutions undergoing transfusion service antibody screening. However, the likelihood of a particular patient becoming immunized after a particular blood transfusion is known to be highly variable and in many instances is related to a number of surrounding circumstances such as: the patient’s clinical condition and underlying inflammatory status [12], the probability of exposure to foreign antigens, and the immunogenicities of the antigens seen [13].
In addition, there are several analytical factors which influence alloantibody detection and alloimmunization rates such as the performance of antibody screening following transfusion exposures and the persistence of antibody detection. Thus, while alloimmunization rates of about 1–3% are commonly cited in textbooks, several studies with regular antibody screening following transfusion have shown higher antibody development rates in general patient groups. Reports have indicated that about 20–30% of hospital-based, Rh(D)-negative patients form anti-D after an exposure, [14, 15] while about 8–10% of transfused patients will develop non-ABO, non-Rh(D) antibodies following transfusions matched for the Rh(D)-antigen [16–18]. Thus, these studies indicate that i) the number of individuals developing blood group antibodies even after a single transfusion is higher than retrospective studies suggest, and ii) large percentages of general patients appear to be non-responders even in prospective studies.

In addition to providing baseline data regarding alloimmunization rates, studies of alloimmunized populations also allow for examination of possible hyper-responder subgroups within alloimmunized patient cohorts. For instance, a study of concurrent alloimmunization found that about 22% of alloimmunized patients formed more than 1 alloantibody [19]. Other groups have found similar results, with about one quarter to one third of alloimmunized patients demonstrating concurrent alloantibodies [6, 20]. These findings indicate that among alloimmunized groups, the majority of patients tend to form only one alloantibody. If this group is defined as a responder population, then those with two or more alloantibodies are likely best characterized as a hyper-responder subset.

**Rh-Negative, Healthy Volunteers**

It has been established that a large proportion of healthy, Rh(D)-negative volunteers exposed to Rh(D)-positive RBCs are immunized to the D antigen. One study of healthy volunteers found that 83% (5 out of the 6 volunteers) had detectable anti-D in their serum 150 days after being exposed to a single dose of only 0.5 ml of RBCs [21]. Another study of 28 healthy, Rh-negative volunteers found that 86% (24 out of the 28 volunteers) had detectable anti-D in their serum after one exposure, and 93% (26 out of the 28 volunteers) had detectable anti-D in their serum after two exposures [22]. Thus, these studies help to lend some credence to the notion that not all non-ABO antigens can be considered the same from the standpoint of responder versus non-responder status, as certain antigens appear to be associated with alloimmunization in the vast majority of exposed patients.

**Neonates and Children Less than 1 Year of Age**

In contrast to healthy adults, neonates are known to be highly unlikely to alloimmunize to any minor RBC antigens, even after numerous RBC transfusions [23, 24]. This is thought to be due to the immaturity of the neonatal immune system, as even anti-A and anti-B are not detectable during the first few months of life [1]. Due to the exceedingly low likelihood of alloimmunization, American Association of Blood Banks (AABB) Standards allows for neonates to be transfused for up to 4 months without any additional compatibility testing [23]. Indeed, reports of neonatal alloimmunization are rare [25]. Two reports of neonatal alloimmunization have been associated with concomitant severe bacterial or fungal infection [26, 27]. In addition, there is one report of a 10-month-old developing an alloantibody while undergoing infliximab treatment for juvenile rheumatoid arthritis [28]. These observations lend support to the idea that underlying inflammation or immunomodulation can greatly influence responder status. This hypothesis and other associated studies will be explored later in this review.

**Hemoglobin Disorders**

The rate of alloimmunization to minor RBC antigens among patients with sickle cell disease (SCD) is higher than that reported in most studies of the general population [29], a finding which has been frequently touted as evidence of a responder phenotype. An early study identified an alloimmunization rate of about 8% among 245 pediatric and young adult SCD patients, with alloimmunization being more common among patients with a higher number of cumulative lifetime RBC transfusions [30]. However, this study used a relatively insensitive antibody detection technique and the study design did not consider the length of time between the most recent transfusion and the antibody screen. Both of these factors may have led to an underestimation of the true incidence of alloimmunization in the study population. A subsequent, larger study that incorporated historical records of alloimmunization and multiple post-transfusion antibody screens found that 18.6% of SCD patients were alloimmunized [31]. This study confirmed that patients with higher cumulative number of lifetime transfusions were more likely to be alloimmunized [31]. Smaller studies have shown even higher rates of alloimmunization ranging up to nearly 50% of subjects [29, 32, 33], particularly when there is a mismatch between the antigen frequency of C, E, and K between the donor and recipient [29]. Indeed, it has repeatedly been observed that antibodies to the C, E, and K antigens are among the most common antibodies observed in patients with SCD [30–32].

Historically, patients with transfusion-dependent thalassemia are reported to have a somewhat similar alloimmunization rate to patients with SCD [34, 35]. More recently, a study performed in Kuwait identified an alloimmunization rate of approximately 30% in an Arab population of thalassemia major patients transfused with ABO- and Rh(D)-compatible RBCs [36]. The most frequently encountered antibodies were reactive to K and Rh antigens [36], similar to what is observed among patients with SCD. Another recent study conducted in Taiwan identified a 37% alloimmunization rate among transfusion-dependent thalassemia patients [37].
Studies of transfused patients with SCD and thalassemia, which demonstrate two- to fourfold higher alloimmunization rates than those reported in even prospective studies of general, transfused patients, are striking from the perspective of alloantibody development. One possible interpretation of these findings is that the underlying disease state may potentially predispose an individual to responder status, perhaps via associated inflammation or genetic polymorphisms. Alternatively, another possible interpretation of these findings is that, with large numbers of SCD and thalassemia patients undergoing chronic transfusion and regular follow-up testing, responder subgroups are more easily unveiled and identified than they would be in general patient groups, which may undergo antibody screening and transfusion less frequently and at more random intervals. Clearly, more work remains to better determine the basis for increased alloantibody development in patients with hemoglobin disorders.

**Hematology/Oncology Patients**

Investigations of another chronically transfused patient population (i.e., patients with malignancies) also show great variation with regard to alloimmunization rates. A study of hospitalized Rh(D)-negative patients, mainly with surgical and oncology diagnoses, found that 21.4% alloimmunized to Rh antigens after transfusion with Rh-positive RBCs [38]. This study also reported that the rate of alloimmunization among patients with hematological malignancies was higher (41.6%) than among other patient populations (20.9%) [38]. Furthermore, among patients with hematologic malignancies transfused with Rh–matched RBCs, the alloimmunization incidence is approximately 9% [39].

Two frequently studied hematological populations are patients with myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) and patients undergoing bone marrow transplant (BMT). Patients with MDS have been shown to have a relatively high rate of alloimmunization to minor blood group antigens, in part due to their relatively higher utilization of blood transfusions and partly because of changes in the immune system associated with MDS [40]. The rate of alloimmunization in MDS patients has been reported to be up to 58.6% [41], although other studies have shown rates of alloimmunization that are similar to non-oncology hospitalized patients [42, 43]. Similar to patients with SCD, alloimmunization in MDS patients is associated with a higher number of cumulative (lifetime) transfusions [43].

Patients undergoing BMT are at risk for alloimmunization and hemolysis [5, 44, 45]. Although BMT patients are profoundly immunosuppressed after myeloablation, minor RBC antibodies may occur either as a result of passenger lymphocytes from the graft [44, 46], myeloablation-resistant host lymphocytes [5, 46], or a primary alloimmune response to RBC transfusion [45, 46]. In the event of a primary alloimmune response, the source of minor RBC antigens in current practice is most likely RBC transfusions [47]. However, the rate of alloimmunization – even to the highly immunogenic Rh(D) antigen – among Rh(D)-negative BMT patients receiving Rh(D)-positive platelet concentrates is low [47].

It is difficult to conclude with any certainty whether patients with hematological or oncological disorders constitute a distinct responder subgroup. Their underlying disease-associated immunosuppression, in association with chemotherapeutic regimens, may suppress alloantibody development. Nonetheless, data from patients with MDS indicate a potential predisposition to alloantibody development, particularly when rates from these studies are compared to those of general patient groups. As with hemoglobin disorders, more investigation is needed to determine whether any factors may predispose patients with malignancies to form alloantibodies at higher rates than other transfused groups.

**Solid Organ Transplant**

The immunosuppressive regimens associated with solid organ transplantation are believed to substantially reduce the incidence of alloimmunization, even to Rh(D) [48–50]. Although cases of alloimmunization in the context of solid organ transplantation are occasionally reported, the development of alloantibodies may be evidence of incomplete immunosuppression or possibly of the reappearance of a previously evanescent antibody. In the event that a new alloantibody is detected in this patient population, the possibility of immunosuppressive treatment failure should be considered. In the context of this review, findings from these studies suggest that interventions such as immunosuppression may be one tool to combat alloantibody formation in a responder subgroup.

**Evidence Supporting the Existence of a Responder Subgroup**

In addition to reviewing the vast literature on alloimmunization in general, it is important to consider investigations which have directly examined for the existence of responder subgroups. One of the best known of these studies found that the observed distribution of patients with alloimmunization is not consistent with the concept that all patients were equally likely to form an antibody after RBC transfusion. Specifically, if there was an equal 4% risk of alloimmunization after every transfusion for every patient, then, mathematically, it would be expected that half of patients who had received 17 or more transfusions would have alloantibodies to minor RBC antigens [10]. However, a mathematical model showed that more than 190 transfusions would be required before half of transfusion recipients would be predicted to be alloimmunized, indicating that a small percentage of the population must be far more likely to be alloimmunized than the population at large, independent of the number of transfusions they receive [10].

Another study reported that non-hematology patients who formed a single alloantibody were approximately 29 times
more likely to form additional alloantibodies compared to patients who had not already alloimmunized, suggesting the existence of a responder subgroup [51]. Recently, a similar tendency towards alloimmunization among patients with pre-existing alloantibodies compared to those without pre-existing alloantibodies was demonstrated in a primarily male patient population where most antibodies were attributable to transfusion [52]. Thus, it would appear that the formation of at least one alloantibody would be a sufficient criterion to identify an individual as a responder as this patient subgroup appears much more likely to be alloimmunized than transfused control groups. While these studies are convincing for the existence of responders, they provide little insight into what biological factor(s) may predispose an individual to making one or more blood group antibodies. Hence, we will next consider the existing evidence and data on variables which may influence the formation of blood group antibodies within responder populations.

**Recipient Factors Which May Correlate with Responder Status**

In the paragraphs below, we will summarize the roles of various factors (e.g., genetics, inflammation, sex, and age) in potentially predisposing an individual to alloimmunization. Both clinical states and biological factors which influence alloimmunization are also outlined schematically in figure 2. Of course, it is important to note that in order to be capable of responding to any non-ABO antigen, by definition an individual must i) lack the corresponding antigen and ii) be exposed to that antigen in sufficient dosage to provoke an alloimmune response. Thus, a fundamental need for any individual to actually be classified as a responder is for that person to be exposed to an antigen(s) that they lack on their RBCs.

**Genetics**

One hypothesis accounting for responder populations is that genetic differences between individuals impact inter-individual variation in alloimmunization rates. An obvious genetic difference is antigenic diversity between donors and recipients. Theoretically, a donor population that has substantial variation in the expression of non-ABO antigens in comparison to recipients establishes the possibility for greater numbers of antigenic mismatches and, therefore, higher numbers of alloantibodies induced overall. This factor may help to explain, in part, the higher rates of alloimmunization seen in SCD — when donors and recipients are more closely matched for non-ABO antigens, alloimmunization rates have been noted to dramatically decrease [53]. However, the genetics of non-ABO antigenic discrepancies are not likely to account for all cases of responsiveness, even in the setting of SCD. A recent study has shown that RBC alloimmunization persisted at high rates even using Rh-matched minority donors [54]. Therefore, there are likely other genetic factors at play which may influence alloantibody development.

Another reasonable genetic consideration for examining an individual’s responder status is the HLA system. It is possible that only certain individuals are capable of presenting a given blood group antigen due to their HLA inheritance [55]. In fact, certain class II HLA alleles have been associated with alloimmunization to some minor RBC antigens — alloimmunization to antigens within the Diego system as well as to M^{i}, Fy\(^{a}\), K\(^{e}\), K\(^{e}\), and S have been shown to be dependent on recipient HLA class II polymorphisms [56–60]. In addition, a recent study suggested that the HLA-DRB1*15 allele was present in nearly half of individuals with multiple alloantibodies across a number antigen groups, indicating that HLA status may also be capable of identifying an individual as a general responder [59]. Thus, there is growing evidence to suggest that HLA allele restriction can play an important role in helping to determine whether an individual is capable of recognizing a blood group antigen as foreign and therefore may help to account for observations of responder subgroups. However, since many individuals who possess a certain HLA genotype or phenotype apparently never develop an alloantibody after RBC exposure, the question arises whether there are other genetic factors that contribute to the responder phenotype.

While much ongoing work remains to definitively answer the question posed above, there are emerging data indicating that other forms of genetic inheritance may be useful in identifying a responder population. For example, a study of SCD patients found that single nucleotide polymorphisms in the CD81 gene were associated with alloimmunization [61]. CD81 polymorphisms, which are associated with B-cell signal modulation, therefore represent a potentially interesting alternative genetic target for examining responders. Of course, it is important to note that most genetic studies are small and are typically geographically limited in their scope. As such, further investigations are needed to not only identify additional genetic targets, but to better understand how polymorphic differences in two disparate systems (such as HLA class II and CD81) may act in concert to promote alloantibody formation.

**Recipient Inflammation**

With the possible exception of the Rh(D) antigen, minor RBC antigens are considered to be of relatively low immunono-
genicity [13, 62]. Given that multiple diseases are associated with increases in alloimmunization (see Table 1), some investigators have hypothesized that responders suffer from systemic inflammatory conditions that increase the tendency of the immune system to ‘recognize’ foreign RBC antigens [26, 27]. One study of a murine model of alloimmunization found that treatment with an inflammatory RNA molecule increased the immune response to a model blood group antigen [63]. It is believed that viral-type inflammation causes enhanced trafficking of transfused RBCs to splenic dendritic cells (rather than macrophages), leading to CD4+ T-cell proliferation and alloantigen-specific immunity [64]. Interestingly, immunity appears to be suppressed when the inflammatory source is lipopolysaccharide, a bacterial mediator of inflammation, rather than an inflammatory RNA molecule which induces a viral type of infection [65].

In addition to the above animal models, there are several human studies supporting the notion that an underlying inflammatory disorder may predispose an individual to develop blood group antibodies. One investigation found a high rate of formation of antibodies to low-incidence and low-immunogenicity antigens among individuals with autoimmune disorders [66]. Another study of patients with inflammatory bowel disease indicated a about 2–3 fold increased risk for alloantibody development among this cohort in comparison to a control group [67]. Finally, a third group observed that patients experiencing febrile transfusion reactions were much more likely to develop alloantibodies than similarly transfused patients who had no concomitant inflammatory stimulus [68]. There have been a series of case reports wherein individuals receiving immunomodulatory therapies [28] or those with severe infectious disorders [27] have developed multiple alloantibodies following small RBC exposures. Interestingly, in many of these latter cases, the antibodies were developed in young children, a group that typically responds poorly to RBC antigen challenges. As such, these findings raise the intriguing possibility that an underlying inflammatory process can predispose an individual to developing blood group alloantibodies, or perhaps even turn a non-responder into a responder. Clearly, more work is needed to determine if this phenomenon is occurring in individuals already primed to make alloantibodies, or whether inflammation itself is a key component to the responder phenotype.

**Sex**

It is generally observed that women have more robust immune responses than men [69]. The basis for this observation is not known, although it was recently hypothesized that the effect of testosterone on lipid metabolism is responsible for the blunted immune response in male seasonal influenza vaccine recipients [69]. Nonetheless, the influence of sex in minor RBC antigen alloimmunization remains controversial. Some studies have found that females are more likely to alloimmunize compared to males [8, 12, 70], but not all studies have found a statistically significant relationship between female sex and risk of alloimmunization [71]. In fact, a study reporting one of the highest general patient alloimmunization rates arose from the study of a predominantly male cohort of military veterans [11]. At present, there is no compelling evidence to consider male sex to be a significant protective factor against alloimmunization, nor female sex to be a predictor of responsiveness [72].

**Age**

It is known that the process of aging has measurable effects on the immune system overall [73], which has led to speculation that aging may also affect RBC alloimmunization rates. For example, it has been reported that age > 77 years is associated with a decreased rate of blood group antigen alloimmunization [38]. On the other end of the age spectrum, and as discussed earlier, neonates and young children are generally considered poor responders to RBC antigens. In fact, some studies have even found that patients who are transfused at a young age are less likely to develop antibodies compared to patients who start transfusion later in life [35]; one hypothesis to account for this latter phenomenon is the induction of tolerance to RBC antigens seen at an early age. Unfortunately, testing this hypothesis in a prospective clinical trial would be challenging in that it would likely involve intentionally exposing young patients to numerous RBC antigens. Nonetheless, this possibility in preventing alloimmunization remains intriguing and requires further investigation, perhaps first at the basic science level [71].

**Practical Clinical Approaches to Limit Alloimmunization and Its Consequences**

Since RBC alloimmunization can have serious clinical consequences, it is widely accepted that alloimmunization should be avoided as much as possible. This is particularly true in female patients of childbearing potential (due to the risk for hemolytic disease of the fetus and newborn) and for patients that may require extended transfusion support and/or stem cell transplantation [5, 44–46]. An extensive review of RBC mitigation strategies, both current and experimental, has recently been published [74]. As such, we will only briefly summarize some practical proposals intended to prevent or limit RBC alloimmunization in a responder subgroup.

**Antigen-Matched RBCs**

The most reliable approach to limit minor RBC alloimmunization is to provide RBCs for transfusion with the minimum possible number of antigen mismatches. To accomplish this, hospitals may pheno- or genotype recipients for various minor RBC antigens and then attempt to procure RBCs from donors who are matching. This approach has been shown to be very promising for the prevention of alloimmunization in
multiply transfused patient populations [35, 51, 75, 76]. Although such a practice has been proposed to be cost-effective in some settings [77], it is believed to be cost-prohibitive in others, especially in patient populations that are unlikely to alloimmunize due to underlying severe immunosuppression [39]. At present, many large centers in the USA provide antigen-matched (for at least C, E, and K antigens) RBCs for patients with SCD, consistent with national recommendations [78]. However, even such limited antigen matching may not be protective for alloimmunization against rare partial or variant antigens, particularly those within the Rh system [54].

The logistics of establishing extended antigen-matched RBCs can be challenging for blood banks and transfusion services. As such, some administrative factors that would likely ease the procurement of antigen-matched RBCs would be i) the development and maintenance of national or international blood bank antibody records, so that a recipient’s phenotype could be determined once and then used for reference as needed, and ii) the provision of a RBC donor phenotype, if known by the blood collection entity, to the transfusing hospital. Together, these proposals would ease the process of providing more antigen-matched units in more situations and would likely help to reduce alloimmunization rates among responders.

Conservative RBC Transfusion

Of course, the most effective mechanism to prevent alloimmunization is the elimination of RBC transfusions that are not clinically necessary. The AABB has published clinical guidelines based on several large, prospective trials to help to achieve this goal [79]. Implementation of such guidelines with reasonable enforcement (e.g., via prospective utilization audits) is an effective way to curb unnecessary transfusions, and thereby limit resultant alloimmunization.

Leukoreduction and Other Modifications

The efficacy of leukoreduction at preventing alloimmunization is controversial. According to one study, Rh-negative patients transfused with prestorage leukoreduced RBCs had a lower (13%) alloimmunization rate compared to patients transfused with non-leukoreduced RBCs (22%) [14]. However, this finding was based on a small number (n = 8) of patients, and has not been confirmed by other studies [42, 43, 80, 81]. Of course, it is important to note that the leukoreduction of RBCs does substantially reduce the likelihood of alloimmunization to HLA antigens, a potentially important issue for chronic transfusion recipients [80]. Regarding other clinical modifications available in most blood banks/transfusion services (e.g., irradiation, washing, or saline replacement), there is no evidence at present to suggest that any of these approaches has an effect on alloimmunization rates.

Antibody Evanescence and Record Portability

In addition to preventing or limiting alloimmunization, one other concern for ‘responders’ is limiting the clinical consequences of antibodies that they have already developed. This can be complex because blood group antibodies formed against most antigens tend to fade over time and may eventually become undetectable, a phenomenon known as antibody evanescence. It has been observed that approximately two thirds of minor RBC alloantibodies will become undetectable in the months to years following their initial detection [11, 82–84]. At present, there is no laboratory test available to stimulate evanesced antibodies in vitro, and the lack of centralized blood bank record systems in the USA and other regions further hampers the identification of historical antibodies. Thus, patients with evanesced alloantibodies are at risk for the development of delayed hemolytic transfusion reactions with subsequent transfusions. As such, one other important consideration for a responder or hyper-responder would be the provision of portable antibody records (e.g., a wallet card or alert bracelet) in case such individuals seek transfusion-related care at more than one facility [85].

Conclusions

Although the association between exposure to foreign RBC antigens and alloimmunization has been known for decades, the specific factors that cause some individuals to immunize while others do not remain poorly understood. Nonetheless, a growing body of clinical literature supports the concept that there are a subset of non-ABO alloantibody ‘responders’ and even ‘hyper-responders’, i.e., transfused individuals who are capable of forming one or more antibodies after RBC exposure. Clinical and biological factors such as disease state, HLA polymorphisms, underlying inflammation, and patient age may all be contributory to the ‘responder’ phenotype. However, much investigation remains to better define the variables which predispose transfusion recipients to developing non-ABO antibodies. Ultimately, a primary goal of future studies should be to develop tools to allow the identification of responder patients such that appropriate resources can be allocated for the provision of antigen-matched RBCs in order to minimize the risk for alloimmunization and its consequences.
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